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Product Code: B2.21
Product Description: Yarn
World Trade (2021): 30.2 Billion €

This product code includes items indicated in the following table. Column "Weight %"
also reported the percentage weight of each component with respect to aggregation
considered. This weight is determined by taking the structure of imports of the
European Union.

Code Weight % Description

UL500A00 1.7 Silk yarn
UL510100 2.0 Wool, degreased or carbonised, not carded or combed
UL510500 13.0 Wool and fine or coarse animal hair, carded or combed
UL510600 2.0 Yarn of carded wool
UL510700 9.0 Yarn of combed wool
UL510810 0.5 Yarn of fine animal hair, carded
UL510820 0.6 Yarn of combed fine animal hair
UL510A00 0.6 Noils of wool and frayed
UL511000 0.1 Yarn of coarse animal hair or of horsehair
UL520290 2.5 Frayed and other cotton waste
UL520300 1.0 Cotton, carded or combed
UL520400 0.5 Sewing thread of cotton
UL520510 4.1 Cotton yarn, single, of uncombed fibers (> 85% cotton)
UL520520 12.4 Cotton yarn, single, of combed fibers (> 85% cotton)

UL520530 1.6
Cotton yarn, twisted, of uncombed fibers (> 85%
cotton)

UL520540 3.8 Cotton yarn, twisted, of combed fibers (> 85% cotton)
UL520610 1.0 Cotton yarn, single, of uncombed fibers (<85% cotton)
UL520620 0.4 Cotton yarn, single, of combed fibers (<85% cotton)

UL520630 0.3
Cotton yarn, twisted, of uncombed fibers (<85%
cotton)
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Code Weight % Description

UL520640 0.2 Cotton yarn, twisted, of combed fibers (<85% cotton)
UL530600 3.8 Flax yarn
UL530A00 5.9 Jute and other textile fibers, processed
UL530B00 1.1 Yarn of jute, coir and true hemp
UL540260 6.4 Synthetic filament yarn, twisted
UL540340 0.3 Artificial filament yarn, twisted

UL540A00 5.8
Sewing thread of synthetic filaments and fibers or
artificial

UL550600 1.0 Synthetic staple fibers, processed for spinning
UL550700 0.2 Artificial staple fibers, processed for spinning

UL55A000 9.0
Yarn of synthetic staple fibers, containing ≥ 85% by
weight of such fibers

UL55B000 5.3
Yarn of synthetic staple fibers, containing <85% by
weight of such fibers

UL55C000 4.0 Yarn of artificial staple fibers


